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The double-modulation ESR spin-probe technique was em- motion regime, the homogeneous linewidth (1/T2) is larger
ployed to study slow-motional dynamics in amorphous polymer than 1/T1 , one can expect that the measurement of T1 would
matrices of polybutadiene, polyisobutylene, poly(methyl methac- make it possible to reach the smallest detectable local dy-
rylate) , and paraffin. It was shown that the low-lying excitation namical effects (approximately the same order of magnitude
levels of the polymer matrix, found in the range from 77 to 190 as 1/T1) which can be detected in the vicinity of a probe
K below the internal spin-probe transition, affect the effective

by the ESR-probe method (4) .relaxation rate of a perdeuterated nitroxide probe. The interrela-
In some cases it is also convenient to study an apparenttionship between the effective relaxation rates and the local molec-

spin–lattice relaxation time T*1 , where T*1 £ T1 (4) , as anular dynamics of side-chain groups attached to the polymer back-
alternative way of approaching the complex dynamical be-bone was observed. Possible relaxation mechanisms are discussed

within the electron–nuclear dipolar interaction. q 1997 Academic Press havior of a spin probe in the slow-motion region. This relax-
ation time is basically a T1 slightly affected by some other
dynamically sensitive relaxation process. For example, in
the region near the rigid limit of the probe motion, oneINTRODUCTION
expects that the effect of intermolecular and intramolecular
dynamics takes an important role in the process. However,ESR spectroscopy of nitroxide spin probes has proved to
recent measurements of T1 by saturation recovery (3) showprovide very useful information about motional dynamics
that less than Ç10% of the influence on T1 was due toin different types of liquid, viscous, and glassy materials.
intermolecular or intramolecular electron–nuclear couplingsMotional correlation times which are deduced from the rota-
in the slow-motion region. Therefore, to gain more informa-tional reorientations of spin probes can be found in a wide
tion from intramolecular and intermolecular relaxation pro-range, from 10011 to 1003 s01 (1, 2) . The extension of the
cesses, one can also study different types of T*1 which wouldspin-probe method to the region of slow-motional dynamics
better reflect these effects.can offer better insight into the internal molecular motion

As was shown earlier, a double-modulation ESRin various solid-state matrices, which is of special interest.
(DMESR) technique (5) can be used as an alternativeIn order to reach this goal, at least two additional experi-
method for detecting the T1 of an inhomogeneously broad-mental improvements to the conventional spin-probe method
ened line under the condition that T1 @ T2 (6–9) . Recently,(1) should be more carefully considered. The first improve-
it was also demonstrated that a modulation spectrum can bement is associated with the selection of the most suitable
used for monitoring the slow-motional dynamics of a ni-nitroxide probe possessing reduced intramolecular dynam-
troxide spin probe (10, 11) and the internal free rotation ofics. Therefore, a perdeuterated spin probe having the
CH3 groups attached to the piperidine ring of spin probesmotional dynamics of deuterated methyl groups in the slow-
(12) . In these studies, as well as in similar electron-spin-motion region significantly slower in comparison with a non-
echo (ESE) studies (4, 13–15) , it was noted that the spindeuterated conventional probe is frequently employed. Sec-
probe exhibits a sharp change in the slope of a TDM

1 versusond, one should avoid the problem of inhomogeneous broad-
1/T plot at about 190 K regardless of the polymer matrixening of the ESR line, which is usually found for a spin-
and the probe (12) . Therefore, we label this process theprobe spectrum near the rigid limit of molecular motion or
internal spin-probe transition. The spin-probe motion in thefor a highly restricted spin probe. One of the possible ways
temperature region above the internal transition can be char-to avoid the problem of inhomogeneous line broadening is
acterized by its rotational correlation time, while in the tem-to measure the spin–spin relaxation time (T2) , spin–lattice
perature region below the internal transition, it was assumedrelaxation time (T1) , or nuclear spin–lattice relaxation time

(TN1) of a probe (1–3) . Since, for a spin probe in the slow- that the probe is nearly rigid and that the solid-state intramo-
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29DOUBLE-MODULATION ESR SPIN-PROBE STUDY OF POLYMER

lecular and intermolecular relaxation process affects the T1

and T*1 values of a probe (3, 4, 11) . Thus, by measuring T1

or T*1 of the perdeuterated probe in the temperature region
below the internal transition, an optimum condition for de-
tecting intermolecular dynamics around the nearly rigid
probe in the matrix examined can be obtained.

One expects that polymers in glassy or in quasi-polycrys-
talline phase are among those systems where the spin probe
is nearly rigid and where it can serve as a probe of internal
motional dynamics in these matrices. The feasibility of de-
tecting motional dynamics of various side groups which are
attached to the main polymer chain in the glassy phase by
employing a simple nitroxide spin probe will be the focus
of the present work. The polymers containing side groups
should exhibit a shorter relaxation time of the probe than
the polymer chains without side groups. The temperature
dependence of the backbone-chain relaxation times, and pos-
sible additional relaxation times corresponding to side-chain
groups, will be related to the known spin–lattice relaxation
mechanisms in the glassy matrix.

FIG. 1. DMESR linewidths represented as ln(TDM
1 ) vs inverse tempera-

ture for PD-Tempone dispersed in different polymer matrices: diamonds,
EXPERIMENTAL PMMA; circles, PIB; squares, PB; and triangles, paraffin.

The perdeuterated spin probe, 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-
1-piperidinyl-oxy (PD-Tempone), was dispersed in polymer

by T1 measurements for AsO40
4 in KH2AsO4. There is amatrices at low concentration where the dipolar linewidth

good agreement with T1 data obtained by the ESE methodbroadening can be neglected (less than 0.02 mass %) (16) .
for the same radical center. Finally, the pulsed ESR andFour polymers differing in chain structure and side-chain
DMESR measurements on model systems, Tempone andgroups, as well as corresponding relaxation modes, were
PD-Tempone in a glycerol–water matrix, have been dis-selected: atactic poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), Mw

cussed in detail in our previous work (11) , which showsÅ 4.4 1 105, and polyisobutylene (PIB), Mw Å 8.4 1 105,
that the TDM

1 can be approximated to the T*1 values obtainedwith two side-chain groups per molecular segment, and two
by the stimulated-echo sequence. Since, in the followingpolymers without side-chain groups, polybutadiene (PB),
study, the contribution of the electron–nuclear dipolar, END,Mw Å 3 1 103, having random distribution of cis-1,4 and
relaxation rate will be considered, it is interesting to test thetrans-1,4 structures, and paraffin 52/54.
sensitivity of TDM

1 to this particular relaxation mechanism.DMESR measurements were performed on a Varian E-
Following the results from Eaton and co-workers (3) on109 X-band spectrometer by using 100 kHz modulation of
T1 , obtained by saturation recovery, one finds an Ç10%the Zeeman magnetic field as the first modulation. The sec-
difference between the T1 of a deuterated and nondeuteratedond modulation (sweeping in the frequency interval from
spin probe in a glycerol–water matrix at 100 K. The similar250 to 350 kHz) was performed by an additional modulation
experiment performed earlier by DMESR (11) shows thatcoil and a Wavetek radiofrequency source. The modulation
TDM

1 is roughly of the same order of magnitude, but thepeak at 300 kHz was detected at a microwave power of less
difference between the deuterated and nondeuterated probethan 1 mW and accumulated in a standard PC computer.

The linewidth at half-height of the DMESR peak, Dobs , is in the same matrix is about 90%. Thus, TDM
1 should detect

obtained by fitting a Lorentzian lineshape to the DMESR an END type of relaxation with high sensitivity.
spectrum. Dobs is related to the spin–lattice relaxation time
under the condition that T1 @ T2 (6, 7) : RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1/pDobs Å TDM
1 Ç T1 . [1] The temperature dependence of TDM

1 for PD-Tempone dis-
persed in the matrices of four different polymers is shown
in Fig. 1. The two distinct types of temperature behavior ofThe relation in Eq. [1] was tested by simultaneously de-

tecting T1 for paramagnetic centers in the irradiated quartz the relaxation time can be clearly seen: the low-temperature
region (from 77 to 190 K, denoted as I in Fig. 1) and thewith pulsed ESR and DMESR techniques (6) . The sensitiv-

ity of the DMESR method was recently demonstrated (8) higher-temperature region (from 190 to 250 K, denoted as
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TABLE 1 Since proton dynamics from the side-chain groups in the
Fitted Coefficients, a, and Exponents, k, polymer matrix modulate the electron spin–lattice relaxation

in the Temperature Region I rate, the possible underlying relaxation mechanisms will be
discussed. Generally it is known that the spin–lattice relax-

(TDM
1 )01 }aTk

ation for most free radicals trapped in a molecular crystal is
dominated by two-phonon Raman processes at higher tem-Matrix a(K0k s01) k
peratures (Ç150 K) (19) . It can be shown that when T ú

PB 1.8 { 0.34 1.84 { 0.05 u /2 (u is the Debye temperature) , the Raman contribution
PIB 75.2 { 26.4 1.29 { 0.07 to the relaxation rate is proportional to T 2 . However, for a
PIB 0 PB 170 { 99.1 1.03 { 0.09

radical trapped in a glassy matrix, it was shown that the
relaxation rate exhibits a linear temperature dependence
(19, 20) . These relaxation processes usually have their ori-

II) . As discussed earlier for the various polymer matrices gin in the low-lying vibrational states and are often associ-
and different nitroxide probes (12) , one expects an internal ated with the excitation of two-level systems, TLS. Thus, a
transition of the spin probe at temperatures around 190 K. rigid amorphous matrix can be tested on polycrystalline-
The most prominent discrete relaxation processes in regions type or glassy-type behavior by deducing the temperature
I and II are detected for the PB polymer matrix without side- dependence of the relaxation rate. From a log–log plot, the
chain groups. Above the internal spin-probe transition, a temperature dependence of 1/TDM

1 in region I and the expo-
sharper change in the relaxation time can be ascribed to an nents of the temperature dependence are obtained (Table
increase in motional dynamics of the probe with a corre- 1) . The experimental data and fitting curves are shown in
sponding decrease in rotational correlation time. Below the Fig. 2. As expected, the observed relaxation rates are found
internal transition, in region I, the probe is nearly rigid in to be between crystal- and glassy-type behavior. The amor-
motion and a smaller change in TDM

1 is detected. In this phous polymer matrix containing side-chain methyl groups
temperature region, TDM

1 should be affected only by the local exhibits a smaller temperature exponent than the similar
dynamics in an amorphous polymer matrix. On comparing polymer matrix without the side groups. By comparing the
TDM

1 obtained for PB and TDM
1 obtained for a PIB polymer PB and PIB matrices, which differ in side-chain groups

matrix in region I (Fig. 1) , the shorter relaxation time for attached to the polymer chain, it is possible to isolate the
PIB than that for PB can be ascribed to the influence of the relaxation rate contribution corresponding to the motional
side-chain methyl groups on the PIB backbone. It can also dynamics of methyl groups. The results of the subtraction
be noted that the internal transition of PD-Tempone doped
in the PIB matrix is not as well defined as in the PB matrix.
However, at temperatures above the internal transition, both
matrices exhibit comparable TDM

1 , as can be seen in Fig. 1.
The temperature dependence of TDM

1 in the PMMA matrix
indicates almost the same behavior as in the PIB matrix,
with a slightly smaller value of TDM

1 . In order to confirm
that the relaxation time in temperature region I is closely
associated with the motional dynamics of polymer side-chain
groups, we also measured a few values of TDM

1 for the paraf-
fin matrix, which has polymer chains of a simple structure.
The results shown in Fig. 1 are the longest relaxation times
detected for PD-Tempone in the temperature region I. At
region I temperatures, all the polymers are below the glass
transition temperature, where polymer segmental motions
are highly restricted (17) . It has been postulated that, at
temperatures below Tg , probe motion is largely independent
of polymer-backbone motion and is determined by the static
free volume of the polymer (18) . The present experimental
results clearly demonstrate that in the region below the inter-
nal transition of the nitroxide spin probe, a contribution to
the spin–lattice relaxation time from the polymer local-mode
relaxation, such as from side-chain groups, motional dynam- FIG. 2. ln–ln plot of the inverse of TDM

1 vs temperature for PD-Tempone
ics of very low activation energy can be detected by em- dispersed in different matrices: circles, PIB; squares, PB; and triangles,

differences, PIB 0 PB.ploying a perdeuterated probe and the DMESR technique.
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of relaxation rates of these two polymers (PIB 0 PB) and
the corresponding fitting curve are also shown in the log–
log plot in Fig. 2.

The temperature dependences for PIB and PB 0 PIB ob-
tained exhibit nearly linear behavior in agreement with the
theoretically predicted temperature dependence for a glassy-
type matrix (19, 20) . According to the model (19–22) , the
relaxation mechanism depends on the modulation of the
END interaction between dispersed radicals and neighboring
magnetic nuclei by tunneling modes or by TLS modes in
the glassy matrix. It may also be noted that the coefficient of
a relaxation process which varies linearly with temperature
should be strongly affected by the number and distribution
of these modes in the glassy matrix. Thus, an increase in
the relaxation rate for the PIB polymer matrix in comparison
to the PB matrix can be related to the expected increase in
the local density of vibrational and TLS states in the system.
It is important to note that, within experimental error, a linear
temperature dependence of 1/TDM

1 for extracted methyl
groups is similar to that for 1/T1 measured for ethanol
glasses up to high temperatures (Ç200 K) (19) . Moreover,
the coefficient a Å 170 K0k s01 , which is related to the
density of tunneling and TLS modes in a glassy matrix,
shows the same order of magnitude as the same type of
coefficient obtained for a disordered matrix containing
methyl groups (a Å 120 K0k s01) (23) . It should be noted
that the polymer without side-chain groups, PB, shows a
smaller linear contribution (aÇ 2 K01 s01) and larger expo-
nent (k Å 1.84) (Table 1), reflecting a more ordered solid
than the polymer with side-chain groups.

The motional dynamics of the methyl groups in the PIB
polymer matrix was studied earlier by NMR spectroscopy
(24, 25) . Near 140 K, a small fraction of the methyl groups

FIG. 3. DMESR linewidths represented as 1/TDM
1 vs temperature forrotate about their C3 axes, while the others are interlocked.

PD-Tempone dispersed in PMMA (solid circles) . The dashed line 1 repre-With an increase in temperature, it was found that the mo-
sents the contribution from the first term of Eq. [2] , the dashed line 2

tional dynamics of CH3 groups can be described better by corresponds to the contribution of the electron-Larmor-frequency term, and
a distribution of rotational correlation times than by a single the dashed line 3 is the contribution of the nuclear-Larmor-frequency term

in Eq. [2] . The solid line is the sum of all contributions in relation [2] .correlation time. Since a distribution of correlation times for
(a) Fitted data with parameter k Å 1.29. (b) Fitted data with parameter kside-chain methyl groups is more appropriate for a glassy
Å 2.45.than for a crystalline environment, this may support the sug-

gested relaxation mechanism (21) in the frozen PIB polymer
matrix.

The spin-probe relaxation rates in glassy PMMA exhibitOn the contrary, the contribution of TLS modes to the
similar behavior and approximately the same value as in PIBspecific heat is usually expected only at temperatures an
(Fig. 1) . However, the relaxation rate of PMMA exhibits aorder of magnitude lower. However, in the earlier study
small maximum in the temperature region I (27) which is(19) , this discrepancy was explained by a possible stronger
not found in the PIB matrix. The same data as in Fig. 1 forcoupling between the spins and local TLS modes than be-
region I are replotted in Fig. 3 and reveal a clear maximumtween the spins and long-wavelength acoustic phonons. An-
in the relaxation rate around 160 K. This behavior of theother possible explanation of this discrepancy requires a
relaxation rate can be tentatively examined within the ENDcloser and more critical examination of the nature of the
relaxation mechanism. One expects an appearance of an ex-detected relaxation rate, 1/TDM

1 , with regard to possible dif-
treme in the relaxation rate only when the rotational correla-ferent types of proton END contributions. The experimental
tion times of the methyl protons reach values near 1/vn ordata on PMMA can be used as a good example for which

both models can be applied, and this will be discussed below. 1/ve , where vn represents the nuclear Larmor frequency and
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TABLE 2
Fitted Coefficients from Eq. [2] for the PMMA Matrix in the Temperature Region I

Fit k a (K0k s01) b (kHz) t01 (ps) E1 (kJ mol01) c (kHz) t02 (ps) E2 (kJ mol01) x2

I 1.29 53.0 { 1.5 13.3 { 0.9 0.32 { 0.26 3.55 { 0.61 10.9 { 0.1 0.36 { 0.28 12.4 { 1.9 12.5
II 2.45 0.09 { 0.004 25.1 { 3.2 0.82 { 0.46 2.61 { 0.39 15.7 { 2.7 7.24 { 6.86 8.82 { 1.13 5.6

ve represents the electron Larmor frequency. Therefore, the methyl-group rotation with a smaller activation energy (E
Ç 0.7 kJ/mol) and the slower main-chain methyl-group rota-total relaxation rate for PMMA can be described by the

END mechanism by combining TLS modes and classical tion with a larger activation energy (E Ç 12 kJ/mol) .
In order to examine possible contributions from other pos-orientational correlation times. This leads to the equation

sible relaxation mechanisms, different exponents in the first
term were employed. The larger exponent (k Å 2.34 { 0.15)1

TDM
1

Å aTk / bF 2vet

1 / (vet)2G / cF 2vnt

1 / (vnt)2G , [2] than in the first fitting model is related to the spin–lattice
relaxation rate detected for the probe in various glassy matri-
ces by SR-ESR (3) . Therefore, the parameter k was continu-

where b and c represent a maximum of the relaxation rate ously increased until the minimum in the x 2 error had been
due to proton END interaction and t represents a rotational reached for the exponent k Å 2.45. The corresponding fitted
correlation time described by the Arrhenius equation, t Å data are given in Table 2. In Fig. 3b, the solid line represents
t0exp(E /kT ) , with a temperature-independent activation the best fit which is obtained from the three terms (repre-
energy E . sented as dashed lines) of Eq. [2] . Two major changes can

Equation [2] contains too many parameters for efficient be noted in the fitted parameters: a large decrease in a to 0.09
fitting of the experimental results. Therefore, the data were K0k s01 and an increase in b to 25.1 kHz. The consequence of
fitted by choosing two arbitrary parameters for exponential this change is that the relaxation rate obtained from the first
temperature dependence which can be directly correlated term in Eq. [2] coincides, within the experimental errors,
with two different relaxation mechanisms. By assuming a with the experimentally detected 1/T1 for PD-Tempone in
relaxation mechanism similar to that for the spin probe doped various glassy solvents (3) , while the contribution of the
in the PIB matrix, the exponent k Å 1.29 was used as a fixed faster ester methyl groups increases. The data obtained indi-
parameter. The best fit to Eq. [2] was obtained (Fig. 3a) , cate that the relaxation rate detected by DMESR is signifi-
and all the parameters, together with the corresponding er- cantly affected by the proton END interaction. In the recent
rors and x 2 error, are collected in Table 2. The contribution description (2) of the direct measurement of the rotational
from the first term leads [dashed line (1) in Fig. 3a] to a correlation time, the mechanism of spin diffusion in which
linear coefficient a Å 53 K0k s01 giving a good description the matrix protons are coupled to the electrons and nuclei
of the glassy phase as found for the PIB polymer matrix of a probe is presented in a form similar to the second and
(Table 1). The extreme behavior at lower temperatures with the third terms in Eq. [2] . These terms lead to maximum
contribution coefficient b Å 13.3 kHz is obtained for rapid possible relaxation rates due to spin-diffusion mechanisms.
proton motion with t01 Å 0.32 ps and E1 Å 3.5 kJ/mol and The constants b and c obtained are well below the expected
by employing the electron Larmor frequency [dashed line maximum diffusion rate (Ç130 kHz) for the PD-Tempol
(2) in Fig. 3a] . The extreme behavior at higher temperatures probe.
is described by the nuclear Larmor frequency and slower As shown for PB and PIB, a contribution of the side-
proton dynamics t02 Å 0.32 ps and E2 Å 12.4 kJ/mol with group motion can be separated from the backbone dynamics.
contribution coefficient c Å 10.8 kHz [dashed line (3) in A TLS model description suggests that the first term, which
Fig. 3a] . This model description leads to the two types of describes the backbone dynamics, indicates more disordered
methyl-group dynamics in the observed temperature interval. glassy behavior ( larger a and smaller k) of the PMMA ma-
One type of methyl group exhibits fast motional dynamics trix than that of the chains in the PB matrix. On the other
comparable to the electron Larmor frequency (v01

e Å 2.7 1 hand, the same results described in terms of the proton-spin-
10011 s) while the second group performs slower motion diffusion relaxation model indicate a larger contribution to
comparable to the nuclear Larmor frequency (v01

n Å 1.8 1 the relaxation rate in the matrix having the higher proton
1008 s) . Earlier NMR (28) and recent neutron-scattering density and larger coupling END interactions. Larger proton

density in PIB and PMMA than in the PB matrix could be(29) measurements of the proton correlation time in PMMA
responsible for the higher spin-diffusion contribution andalso clearly show the two well-resolved types of motional

dynamics corresponding to the faster ester side-chain the greater 1/TDM
1 . In addition, the spin-diffusion contribu-
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